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Protours is a tour operator with over 20 years’ experience in helping build passengers dreams, all while

assisting clients through personalized and professional staff. We believe that client satisfaction and distinction

are the base for development and the key to success. This in turn, is funded on know-how, personalization,

quality, value and good consultancy.

Over our 3 different offices throughout the country: Santiago, Puerto Varas and Punta Arenas we believe in

the passion for traveling. Rather a group of people or an individual will be traveling for leisure or

adventurous experiences our wide portfolio and tailor-made options can help fulfill any needs. Chile is a

unique place filled with inspiration and charm that provides an authentic and meaningful trip. Protours

hopes to share these known and hidden wonders to each of you.



LEISURE

Protours specializes in the design and implementation of programs based on our clients desires and requests

creating unforgettable experiences. Our goal is to generate new and innovative itineraries that showcase the

culture and beauty of Chile. We hope to inspire our clients continuously and encourage each traveler to

explore the unknown discovering unique and extraordinary places.

At Protours we have extensive local knowledge, experience and resources, specializing in tailor-made trips.

Thanks to our professional staff and exclusive agreements with suppliers, accommodation providers and

transport operators we can offer a variety of options for the independent traveler.



Magic Of: Classic itinerary with daily departures where travelers visit the most important areas of a

region. Available in private and regular basis with approximate duration of 4 days and 3 nights.

 Spirit Of: In-depth discoveries of the region where the passengers have the opportunity to get in touch

with the true spirit of the land and people. Available in private basis with approximate duration of 4 days

and 3 nights.

 One Of A Kind!: All-inclusive programs at select properties where passengers have a flexible and

personalized itinerary with a topnotch guide and vehicle. The duration of the trip depends on the

passenger.

 Add Ons: Optional excursions with a variety of activities. Available in private and regular basis depending

on the chosen tour. The duration of the trip varies from half day to full day.

 Tour Circuits: Itineraries designed for fixed departures of small groups. Depending on the concept and

content it could be considered an example of an ideal itinerary for other groups or FIT.

 Self-Drives: Program where the passengers rents their own vehicle and travel the road by themselves at

their own pace with a pre-established itinerary, destinations and hotels. This is the ideal option for in-

depth discoveries. The duration of the trip depends on the passenger.

 ProAdventure: Protours very own brand that represents a new line of adventure itineraries for the active

traveler through direct contact with nature and the region. Difficulty levels are indicated. Currently

available only in private basis with approximate duration of 7 days and 6 nights.

 ProNature: Protours very own brand that represents a green itinerary with minimum impact on the

environment.

PRODUCTS



GROUPS &
SPECIAL INTERESTS

At Protours we are dedicated to the personalization of ideal group itineraries inspired by specific

motivations. We understand that these decisions are made for distinct reasons with passengers desiring

unique experiences, new localities, authentic products, exceptional levels of satisfaction and a rich set of

inputs.

Backed by a guaranteed service, Protours provides a wide variety of options according to particular interests

such as viticulture, flora, fauna, bird watching, gastronomic tours, navigations, stargazing and much more.

From the moment travelers start to prepare for their vacation to the activities, tours, transportation and

program logistics after having once arrived, Protours is there to assist along the way!



INCENTIVES

The huge variety of attractions and activities throughout Chile make it a genuine all-year-round destination,

with the distinct regional climates each having their own appeal at different times of the year. In addition,

various locations throughout are considered unique and prosperous international travel hubs offering a

variety of amazing travel experiences. Chile is recognized as a safe destination, full of contrasts and with the

ideal infrastructure for any event.

At Protours we have a specialized team dedicated to incentive travel providing quality and personalized

services based on extensive knowledge and innovation. Our qualified personnel will assist each case adhering

to the highest standards and with attention to the finest details.



“Once you have traveled, the voyage never ends, but is played out over and over again in the 

quietest chambers. The mind can never break off  from the journey.”

– Pat Conroy



www.protoursdestination.com
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